
ITEM 1 

Gist of email and F2F discussions for approving the funding of the Mithram school Bus – Discussions held 

in Jan 2009. The funding of the school bus for Mithram was approved on Jan 18, 2009 at the Asha 

Boston Meeting. Email discussions included Yogesh Soneji, Rajeev, Melli, Pavitra and Murali; the F2F 

meeting was doing an asha-boston meeting open to all asha-boston volunteers. 

Census Info for how many kids may be around that area to benefit from the school bus:  

*************************************************************** 

Pavitra: He (Prof. Mani) said that currently the school has 60-70 day students and ALL of them are using 

the school bus facility. They are soon going to start construction for a new building based on a recent 9 

lakh grant from the Rotary Norfolk County, UK (this is the one they had mentioned was in the pipeline 

during the summer - a certain Debbie McCarthy is their point of contact).  Once the new school is 

constructed (over the next year or so), they will start efforts to expand their current pupil base from the 

60-70 to ~ double. At that point, the school's teachers will go house to house and identify students who 

need the school's facilities. A school bus will be beneficial even for this process. He was not sure there is 

any census information on how many such students might be in the surrounding areas, but said he could 

try to provide us such information if necessary. In fact, I am guessing that Mithram's house to house 

visits could in fact help the government's census efforts as far as mentally challenged individuals in the 

region are concerned (since Mithram is recognized by the state government). This is however, my 

hypothesis. 

Recurring costs for running the school bus: 

****************************************************** 

He mentioned that currently the school bus that they were using is decrepit. So even though they have 

funds for paying drivers salary and fuel, the repair and maintenance costs of this old clumsy vehicle are 

too high - making it unaffordable, and pushing them to the brink of considering stopping the school bus 

service. So a new bus could bring it back to a self-sufficiency level as far as the recurring costs go.  

 

Obviously the school bus is vital to them being able to ensure that children come to the school daily. The 

lack of a school bus would put a lot of pressure on poor families for transport - and that may discourage 

the students from attending the school and taking advantage of its facilities. 

ITEM 2 

Email from Mithram to Pavitra (Asha volunteer) on Mar 12, 2009 describing the importance of the 
school bus. 
 
Date: Thu, Mar 12, 2009 at 6:24 AM 
Subject: Funding of Mithram School Bus 
 
Sir, 
We are very grateful to you for the financial assistance from Asha Foundation for meeting the running 
expenditure of the school. This time we have requested for an additional help other than the regular 
fund from your organisation - a new school bus. 



 
Prof. Mani has given you a detailed picture about the bus expenditure. Due to the conditions of the 
roads in this remote village area the expenditure increases day by day for repairs and maintanance. The 
bus which we used now was purchased ten years back. Somehow we manage to run this bus,otherwise 
the children will not be able to attend the class as there is no other public conveyance in this route. 
 
Next academic year starts in the month of June and we hope you would help us to buy a new bus in tthe 
meantime. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
                                        P.B.George, 
                                     General Secretary 
                                           Mithram 


